
Our growing company is looking for an executive support. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for executive support

Proactively identify and initiate improvements to current processes to
improve efficiency and reduce costs
Update purchase orders in SAP, based on input from respective Sales team
members, ensuring that all Purchase orders are updated accurately and on
time
Assist in compiling the monthly sales budget report, identifying variances
versus prior month and seeking commentary for variances from the sales
team
Gather all feedback from members of the Sales team in relation to Philip
Morris and competitor activities
Compile a retail and wholesale pricing report for selected products based on
publically available information
Manage the contract register by ensuring relevant internal documents have
been prepared and signed off in line with the company Principles and
Practices
Oversee the returns goods procedure by ensuring that all internal
documentations have been completed and approved on a timely basis
Prepare and distribute on a monthly basis a summary report of retail audits
including results and evaluation in terms of compliance with the relevant
contracts in existence
Proactively anticipates needs of the Sr
Efficiently manages leader’s schedule, requiring interaction with both internal
& external executives and their assistants, consultants and team members to
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reservations, transportation, directions, and scheduled meeting materials,
ensuring the leaders are organized and prepared prior to departure

Qualifications for executive support

You like to think outside the box for creative ways to get the job done
You’re passionate about media and entertainment, but won’t be starstruck if
you come across a celebrity
Must be able to collaborate effectively to deliver on mutual client objectives
Proficient in English and Bahasa Malaysia (both written and spoken)
Must possess at least 3 years of similar work experience
Pleasant personality, customer oriented and able to articulate well


